emergence in particular of the Panthéon as a controversial repository of the celebrated dead. The remaining chapters focus on modern versions of the traditional gisant, or recumbent funerary effigy: David d'Angers's tomb of Général Bonchamps, tombs for members of Louis-Philippe's family, projects for Napoléon's tomb, preceding and following the Retour des cendres, and -the book's centrepiece -Rude and Christophe's tomb for Cavaignac. Glover is at her best scrutinizing the intertwined aesthetic, cultural, political, and philosophical implications of these latter-day gisants. However, despite her subtle and well-informed readings, one questions the greater relevance and impact of such effigies -'rare and atypical for the period' (p. 12), as she admits. For example, she asserts, '[t]hough apparently never executed, [Rude's] corpse project for Napoléon marks a critical milestone' (p. 169). Yet how influential could an unexecuted monument be? In a larger sense, there are gaps between Glover's careful analysis of selected works, and efforts to situate these within broader historical and cultural contexts. Perhaps the difficulty lies in the nature of the modern gisant, an exceptional rather than emblematic form. Perhaps tensions between specific and general reflect parts unevenly integrated into the whole, over her study's long evolution. Still, this well-researched, thoughtful book contributes to our understanding of the gisant figure's intriguing if limited revival, and to ongoing reflections about commemorative practices, sculpture in particular, the workings of historical memory, and the place of the dead in modern France.
Rousseau et l'idée d'éducation: essai suivi de 'Pestalozzi juge de Jean-Jacques'. Par MICHEL SOË TARD. (Champion Essais, 10) . Paris: Honoré Champion, 2012. 264 pp. Michel Soëtard presents two ways of looking at Jean-Jacques Rousseau's É mile. The first approach, which occupies the larger part of his study, examines how Rousseau's educational treatise complements his other major essays to create a vision of a new political regime. The second, much shorter part focuses on one of Rousseau's many followers, the Swiss activist Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi, who attempted to apply his ideas literally. Soëtard begins with the philosophe's announcement, in a letter to Malesherbes, that É mile was meant to be read together with the Discours sur les sciences et les arts, the Discours sur l'iné-galité, and the Contrat social. But if we assume that the educational plan described in É mile was meant to mould boys into competent future citizens, several paradoxes remain to be resolved. Soëtard addresses these in his first four chapters. First of all, if education corrupts, as Rousseau had established in his first Discours, why should young É mile be educated at all? Secondly, how can the child grow up to be a free man yet live in a society in which he has certain obligations to his fellow humans? (Since Soëtard is concerned throughout his study with the issue of liberty, it would have been helpful if he had defined the term more precisely.) A similar question arises concerning religion, with the contradiction between freedom of action and external constraint. Soëtard searches for the answer in the Profession de foi du vicaire savoyard, which appears in the middle of É mile. Finally, Soëtard addresses the paradoxical role of the tutor, who must guide the boy yet allow his mind to develop on its own. Rousseau solves these problems with an educational plan based on the concept, derived from Montaigne, of a tête bien faite rather than a tête bien remplie. In order to form a citizen, the tutor should first teach him how to be a proper human being (at least in terms of what Rousseau defines as such). Furthermore, the pupil's free, spontaneous feelings should coincide with his obligations to his fellow citizens; these obligations would be institutionalized into law by an ideal government. Of course, the perfect government was nowhere to be found in Rousseau's day, so he admits that his ideas must remain theoretical. This discrepancy between theory and practice brings us to the unfortunate Pestalozzi, Rousseau's Zurich disciple, who established a workhouse to train poor children in a useful profession -spinning and weaving. Pestalozzi's project ended in financial ruin and in his own disillusionment with regard to human nature. While Soëtard could have concluded his book on a pessimistic note, he is still able to find a means of redemption through pedagogy. One almost wonders whether the book is in dialogue with an invisible interlocutor -namely the France of 1968, which saw educational institutions as enemies of freedom -when Soëtard claims that, while a corrupt world can make an ideal education impossible to implement, pedagogy remains, even now, a privileged space for transmitting a humanistic vision. (1766) is a worthy tribute to a writer unmentioned in standard anthologies of eighteenth-century literature. In his Introduction, Gambert tells us that Diderot thought highly of Le Compère Mathieu and that he compared Dulaurens favourably with Rabelais. Voltaire, on the other hand, considered it a poor imitation of his own Candide, noting in the margin of his copy of the novel that it was written 'par un sot'. Today's readers are likely to side with Voltaire. Le Compère Mathieu mirrors Candide, at least superficially (the genealogy of the pox, the auto-da-fé). But anecdotes are one thing, and wit another. Le Compère Mathieu is ponderous and dull, in spite of its occasional obscenity ('elle avait le clitoris fait comme un cornichon' (p. 290)). Its interest today is documentary rather than literary. One difficulty is the novel's rambling tone. The garrulous all-male characters each represent a specific philosophical temperament. The narrator Jérôme claims to be ignorant, but the others, including the Compère, an apostate Jew, an Englishman, the ultra-Catholic Diego, and the sceptical Père Jean, do not so much compete for the reader's attention as attempt to out-talk each other. The result is a potpourri of philosophical and theological speculation. Alongside Père Jean's denunciation of superstition and intolerance we find Diego making ludicrous lists of saints. What do the saints do in heaven? Are men created free? Is Nature amoral? Do animals have a soul? Is cannibalism justifiable? Add to this the Compère's grotesque parody of Rousseau's social theories and you have an eighteenth-century symposium. Happily, in honour of Rabelais and the Ancients, there is plenty of drink. Didier Gambert spent several years researching Dulaurens, and his efforts are impressive. His Introduction is a massive 190 pages long and provides, among other insights, a detailed look at both the philosophical and the picaresque novels. Then there are the notes, which literally dwarf Dulaurens's text; the linguistic notes are especially useful, but others are oddly judged (and often too long). Students of the subversive underbelly of the eighteenth century are sure to be delighted, however, as there is plenty here to inspire future research, reflection, andpicking up where the Compère leaves off -interminable debate.
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